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Abstract
In part 1, given n different ways of averaging n positive numbers, we iterate the resulting map
in (0,∞)n. We prove convergence toward the diagonal, with rate estimates under smoothness as-
sumptions. In part 2, we consider the elementary symmetric means of order p applied to the values
ai = a(i/n), 1 in, of a given continuous positive function a on the normalized interval [0, 1] and
we let p = f (n). When limn→∞ f (n)/n = 0, we prove that it admits a limit as n → ∞, called
the f-mean of a, which moreover coincides with ∫ 10 a(x) dx whenever f (n) = o(log n). We record
similar, quite immediate, results on the geometric side p = n − f (n).
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1. Introduction
This paper is made of two parts dealing with different asymptotic properties of discrete
means. Part 1 contains an extension of the iteration scheme which yields the arithmetic–
geometric mean. Part 2 is about the elementary symmetric means viewed as nonlinear
analogues of Riemann sums when applied to the values of a continuous positive function
on the interval [0, 1]. Let us present each part, one after the other.
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1.1. Extension of the arithmetic–geometric scheme
As Lagrange ﬁrst observed in 1784 (see [3] and the references therein, or [1]), given any
couple of positive numbers (a, b), the sequences (ai)i∈N and (bi)i∈N deﬁned by
a0 = a, b0 = b, ai+1 = (ai + bi)/2, bi+1 =
√
aibi ,
have a common limit, the so-called arithmetic–geometric mean of a and b, which Gauss
would denote by agM(a, b).With three positive numbers (a, b, c), still iterating elementary
symmetric means, one may similarly deﬁne the sequences:
a0 = a, b0 = b, c0 = c, ai+1 = (ai + bi + ci)/3,
bi+1 =
[ 1
3 (aibi + aici + bici)
]1/2
, ci+1 = (aibici)1/3
and check that they converge to a common limit (they do: exercise); let us denote the latter by
agM3(a, b, c). Next, instead of tediously working out the n-dimensional analogue (denoted
below by agMn), one may wonder what is really necessary for the convergence to a common
limit: how far properties of the elementary symmetric means such as 1-homogeneity, sym-
metry, regularity, or inequalities like McLaurin’s (namely above aibici), are required?
In Section 2 below, taking up the n-dimensional case, we drop current assumptions on
the means to be used. Speciﬁcally, a mean is now merely a continuous positive function f
deﬁned on a suitable domain of Rn which intersects the diagonal, with f strictly increasing
in each of its arguments and satisfying f (a, . . . , a) ≡ a at each point of ; a pretty light
deﬁnition (compare with [5, Chapter III]). Beyond particular algebraic calculations, we
show that, given n such means, the resulting map in Rn necessarily moves points toward
the diagonal, forcing convergence to  when iterated. Moreover, as soon as the means are
C1, the convergence is uniform (becoming ultra-fast in a conical neighbourhood of when
the means are C2 and symmetric) and the resulting mixed mean (analogue of the agM),
continuous.
1.2. Limit of nonlinear Riemann sums
Part 2 is aboutmeansof continuouspositive functions on thenormalized interval [0, 1] (for
simplicity; one could deal similarly with [0, 1]d or with any domain of Rd homeomorphic
to it). We denote by C0+ the open cone of such functions. The mean of a ∈ C0+ is commonly
understood as the arithmetic one, namely∫ 1
0
a(x) dx =: 〈a〉1
which, since a is continuous, can be obtained as the limit when n → ∞ of the Riemann
sums
1
n
n∑
i=1
ai = m1(a1, . . . , an),
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setting henceforth ai = a(i/n) whenever dealing with a function a ∈ C0+. Other classical
means [5] are the Lp means (〈ap〉1)1/p and the geometric mean, namely
exp
{∫ 1
0
log[a(x)] dx
}
=: 〈a〉I .
Here, for consistency, the subscript I refers to the identity mapping of N since 〈a〉I can be
obtained as the limit, when n → ∞, of the geometric means(
n∏
i=1
ai
)1/n
= mn(a1, . . . , an).
For each couple of integers (p, n) with 1pn and each n-tuple of positive numbers
a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Rn+ we set
˜p(a) := p(a)(
n
p
) , mp(a) := [˜p(a)]1/p,
where p stands for the pth elementary symmetric function
p(a) =
∑
i1<···<ip
ai1 . . . aip
and (for short) we call mp the p-mean. Surprisingly,1 one cannot ﬁnd in the literature the
following natural question: can one deﬁne the p-mean of a ∈ C0+ by taking the limit of
mp(a1, . . . , an) as n → ∞ ? More generally, we wish to address the following topic: let
f : N∗ → N∗ be a non-decreasing function satisfying
f (n)n, f /≡ 1, f /≡ n; (1)
given a ∈ C0+, try to deﬁne the limit of the f-means (as one may call them)
mf(n)(a1, . . . , an), (2)
when n → ∞. We will begin with the example a(x) = ex , doing (empirical) calculations
of (2) and its limit with various growth behaviour for f (n). It will be clear, though, that our
calculations become hopeless with an arbitrary function a ∈ C0+. Turning to a general ap-
proach valid for any a ∈ C0+, we get weaker results than the ones expectable for exponential
functions; let us describe them. Our main result (Theorem 4) goes as follows: provided the
interval [0, 1] is carefully subdivided (see Section 3.1) and f satisﬁes the growth condition
lim
n→∞
f (n)
n
= 0, (3)
a limit does exist for (2), called the f-mean of a and denoted by 〈a〉f . Moreover, the map
a ∈ C0+ → 〈a〉f ∈ R+ is monotone and continuous, resembling a kind of nonlinear Daniell
1 We will understand why below.
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measure on the cone C0+. We do not know whether there is a canonical notion of an f-mean
without condition (3). Note that McLaurin’s inequalities [5, Theorem 52] combined with
(1) imply the pinching
∀a ∈ C0+, 〈a〉I 〈a〉f 〈a〉1. (4)
Aside from the existence question, the classiﬁcation one is important, namely, ﬁxing a ∈
C0+, investigate how far the means 〈a〉f differ from each other when f varies, and try to
classify them according to the growth behaviour of f at inﬁnity. We prove (Theorem 5) that
〈a〉f ≡ 〈a〉1 whenever the following condition holds:
lim
n→∞
f (n)
log n
= 0. (5)
Averaging over an increasingly large number of values of the function a ∈ C0+ thus wipes
out the nonlinearity of mf(n) provided f grows slower than the logarithm. In particular, we
have 〈a〉p = 〈a〉1 for any p ∈ N∗ (which may explain why the whole topic has been absent
from the literature). Regardless of linearity, we see that mp(a1, . . . , an) is asymptotic to
mq(a1, . . . , an) as n → ∞, for any couple of integers (p, q), thus experimenting a kind of
asymptotic metamorphosis of one mean into the other.
So far, we are left with the following question:
Question 1. Does there exist a ∈ C0+ such that 〈a〉f /≡ 〈a〉1 when f satisﬁes (3) but
not (5)?
In this regard, the function a(x) = ex is a bad candidate, as shown below; indeed, one
can expect for it 〈ex〉f = 〈ex〉1 whenever f satisﬁes (3).
On the geometric side, we get some easier results (Theorems 6 and 7). For any a ∈ C0+,
we show that, under condition (3), 〈a〉I−f can be deﬁned and that it coincides with 〈a〉I ;
and in case f satisﬁes
lim inf
n→∞
f (n)
n
∈ (0, 1), (6)
we exhibit a sequence (aN)N>1 of functions in C0+ such that limN→∞ 〈aN 〉1 = ∞ while
limN→∞ 〈aN 〉I = e and the expression (2) for aN stays uniformly bounded above.
Question 2. Can the expression (2) possibly oscillate, for some a ∈ C0+, when f
satisﬁes (6)?
Presumably no when a(x) = ex : for instance with f (n) = [n/2], one can expect the
existence of a limit strictly pinched between 〈ex〉I and 〈ex〉1.
In conclusion, we will ask
Question 3. Given a ∈ C0+ non-constant, can one assign a limit, as n → ∞, to the
expression agMn(a1, . . . , an)? If yes, how does it compare with agM2(〈a〉1, 〈a〉I )?
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2. Extension of the agM
2.1. Conﬁning maps
Fix an integer n 
= 0 and, to each couple (k,K) ∈ R2 with kK , associate the closed
cube
Q(k,K) = {b = (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ Rn, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, kbiK}.
Saying that a sequence of cubes [Q(ki,Ki)]i∈N converges to a cube Q(k,K) means that
limi→∞ Ki = K and limi→∞ ki = k. For each a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Rn, set
a = min{a1, . . . , an}, a = max{a1, . . . , an}, (a) = a − a.
Call (a) the oscillation of a and Q(a, a) the oscillation-cube of a, simply denoted by Qa .
Clearly, we have
a ∈  ⇐⇒ (a) = 0 ⇐⇒ Qa = {a}.
Let  be a non-empty connected open subset of Rn containing the oscillation-cube of
each of its points. The basic example for  is the positive cone Rn+ (setting henceforth
R+ = (0,∞)). Given a map M from  to itself, we set M(0) = I (the identity), M(1) = M
and: ∀i ∈ N,M(i+1) = M ◦ M(i).
Deﬁnition 1. A map M :  →  is called symmetrically conﬁning, or just (for short)
conﬁning, if the following holds (with a strict inclusion):
∀a ∈ \, QM(a) ⊂ Qa .
It is called -asymptotic if, for each a ∈ , there exists b ∈  such that
lim
i→∞ M
(i)(a) = b;
when so, we set b = M(a) and call the resulting map M :  →  the limit-map of M.
Obviously, the composition of two conﬁning maps is again conﬁning; in particular, if M
is conﬁning, so are the M(i)’s.
Proposition 1. If a map M :  →  is symmetrically conﬁning and continuous, then it is
-asymptotic.
Proof. Fix a ∈  and set: a(i)=M(i)(a),Q(i)=Qa(i) . Since M is conﬁning, all the a(i)’s lie
in Q(1)=Qa hence the Bolzano–Weierstrass theorem implies the existence of an increasing
sequence p ∈ N → s(p) of integers such that the sequence {a[s(p)]}
p∈N converges toward
a limit-point b ∈ Qa . Still by conﬁnement, the sequence of cubes (Q(i))i∈N is strictly
decreasing (for the inclusion), therefore we have
∀i ∈ N, Q(i) ⊃ Qb (7)
and the whole sequence (Q(i))i∈N converges to Qb.
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Since M is continuous, the shifted sequence
{
a[s(p)+1]
}
p∈N converges to M(b), hence
the sequence of cubes
{
Q[s(p)+1]
}
p∈N converges to QM(b). If b /∈ then QM(b) is strictly
contained in Qb and we reach a contradiction with (7); therefore b ∈ .
Since the limit b of the sequence
{
a[s(p)]
}
p∈N lies on , the oscillation of a
[s(p)] must
tend to 0 as p → ∞; in other words, the cubes Q[s(p)] shrink to b as p → ∞. But
conﬁnement implies that Q[s(p)] contains all the a(i)’s for i > s(p), therefore the whole
sequence
[
a(i)
]
i∈N converges to b ∈ . So the map M is indeed -asymptotic. 
The preceding proof shows that M(b)= b. Actually, given any point c ∈ ∩, picking
a sequence (ci)i∈N of \ that converges to c, the inclusion QM(ci) ⊂ Qci combined with
the continuity of M yields M(c) = c. In other words, we have proved the
Proposition 2. A continuous conﬁning mapM :  →  necessarily reduces to the identity
on  ∩ .
2.2. Means are conﬁning
To proceed further, we need to deﬁne a general notion of a mean.
Deﬁnition 2. Let  be as above. A mean-mapping on  is a continuous map M :  → 
which reduces to the identity on  ∩  and each component of which is strictly increasing
with respect to each of its n variables. A real function on  is called a mean if it is such a
component. In particular, when  = Rn+, a mean is a continuous function f : Rn+ → R+
strictly increasing in each variable and satisfying: ∀c ∈ R+, f (c, . . . , c) = c.
The composition of two mean-mappings is another one.We are now in position to extend
the agM construction.
Theorem 1. A mean-mapping is symmetrically conﬁning and -asymptotic.
Proof. Let M :  →  be a mean mapping and Mq a component of M. In order to prove
that M is conﬁning, we ﬁx a ∈ \ and show the pinching: a <Mq(a)< a. It is convenient
to denote by x[k] the k-tuple (x, . . . , x) of x repeated k times (and, by convention, no entry
when k = 0). Observe that a = Mq
(
a[n]
)
and thus write
Mq(a) − a = Mq(a) − Mq
(
a[n]
)
which in turn can be written as a sum of differences, namely
Mq(a) − Mq
(
a[n]
)
=
n∑
j=1
Dqj (a),
where Dqj (a) = Mq
(
a[j−1], aj , aj+1, . . . , an
) − Mq (a[j ], aj+1, . . . , an). Since Mq is
strictly increasing in each argument, the summands Dqj (a) are non-negative and one, at
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least, is strictly positive because a does not lie on . Therefore indeed a <Mq(a). One
proves similarly that Mq(a)< a. Since the component Mq is arbitrary, we get
a <M(a) and M(a)<a, or else QM(a) ⊂ Qa ;
in other words, since the point a is arbitrary in \, the mean-mapping M is conﬁning.
Recalling Proposition 1, we infer that M is -asymptotic. The proof of the diagonal
principle is complete. 
Deﬁnition 3. The n times repeated component of the limit-map M of a mean-mapping
M is called the mixed-mean of M, denoted by (M).
2.3. Convergence rates
Finally, let us investigate rates of convergence under increasingly strong assumptions, all
satisﬁed by the elementary mean-mapping (m1, . . . , mn) whose mixed-mean is agMn (cf.
Introduction).
Theorem 2. Let M :  →  be a C1 mean-mapping and Q(k,K) ⊂  a ﬁxed (closed)
cube. Assume the non-degeneracy condition
∀a ∈ Q(k,K), ∀(q, j) ∈ {1, . . . , n}2, Mq
aj
(a)> 0. (8)
Then, there exists  ∈ (0, 1
n
] such that
∀a ∈ Q(k,K) ∀i ∈ N,[M(i)(a)](a)(1 − n)i .
Proof. Under our assumptions, for each component Mq of M and each j ∈ {1, . . . , n},
the inﬁmum of Mqaj over Q(k,K) is a well-deﬁned positive number qj .We set  for the
smallest of the qj ’s as q and j run in {1, . . . , n}. Fixing a point a of the cube Q(k,K) and
redoing at a the calculations made in the proof of Theorem 1, the mean value theorem yields
Dqj (a)(aj − a) hence
Mq(a)a + 
n∑
j=1
(aj − a).
Similarly we ﬁnd
Mq(a)a − 
n∑
j=1
(a − aj )
and thus obtain, altogether
[M(a)](a)(1 − n). (9)
In particular, we infer that  1
n
(cf. Proposition 3 below). Theorem 2 now follows just by
iteration. 
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Corollary 1. Let M :  →  be a C1 mean-mapping. On any cube Q(k,K) ⊂  where
the non-degeneracy condition (8) is satisﬁed, the sequence [M(i)]
i∈N converges in the
space of C0 maps from Q(k,K) to itself, and the mixed-mean (M) : Q(k,K) → R is
thus continuous.
Proof. First, let us note that a mean-mapping sends any cube Q(k,K) to itself. If M is
such a mapping, it is conﬁning (by Theorem 1) so the image of any point a ∈ Q(k,K) lies
strictly inside Qa . Since Qa ⊆ Q(k,K), we have indeed M[Q(k,K)] ⊆ Q(k,K). The
same property holds a fortiori for each of the M(i)’s.
Let us turn to the uniform convergence property. Given > 0, we look for N ∈ N such
that, for all integers i and j larger than N the following estimate holds:
∀a ∈ Q(k,K), max
q
|M(i)q (a) − M(j)q (a)|< .
But we have, from Theorem 2
[M(i)(a)]<(K − k)(1 − n)N
for a ∈ Q(k,K) and i >N . So, all we have to do is take N large enough such that  =
(K − k)(1 − n)N . Indeed, with N chosen so, setting b = M(N)(a) and c = M(i)(a) for
some ﬁxed i >N , we have b< cc <b hence any component of c is conﬁned in an open
interval of length (b − b), which clearly ensures the required estimate. The continuity
of the mixed-mean classically follows. 
The proof of Theorem 2 revealed a kind of rigidity property of C1 mean-mappings (due
to the constraint which they satisfy on ); let us pause to discuss it a bit.
Proposition 3. Let M :  →  be a C1 mean-mapping and Q(k,K) ⊂ . If the image
M[Q(k,K)] is not contained in the diagonal , then
= min
j,q
inf
Q(k,K)
Mq
aj
<
1
n
.
Moreover, no matter where is the image of M contained, we have on  ∩ 
∀q ∈ {1, . . . , n}, min
j
Mq
aj
 1
n
, max
j
Mq
aj
 1
n
and if Mq is a symmetric function
∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Mq
aj
≡ 1
n
. (10)
Proof. The ﬁrst inequality was obtained in the proof of Theorem 2. For the middle inequal-
ities, we pick a = (, . . . , ) ∈  ∩  and differentiate at t = 1 the identity Mq(ta) = t
(see Deﬁnition 2), getting
n∑
j=1
Mq
aj
(a) = 1
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granted  
= 0, and still for  = 0 by continuity. Noting that all derivatives Mqaj must be
non-negative (again, see Deﬁnition 2), we are done. Moreover, when Mq is symmetric all
derivatives Mqaj (a) must be equal as j = 1, . . . , n, so the preceding equation (or the middle
inequalities) yields indeed (10). 
For completeness, let us improve the rate of convergence of Theorem 2 in case the mean-
mapping M is symmetric andC2. Indeed then, equality (10) shows that theMq ’s all coincide
on  up to ﬁrst order, a hint that a stronger estimate might exist near .
Theorem 3. LetM :  → beaC2 symmetricmean-mapping.Givenany cubeQ(k,K) ⊂
 there exists a real 	> 0 such that, for any real > 0 and any a ∈ Q(k,K) satisfying
	(a)1 − , we have
∀i ∈ N, 
[
M(i)(a)
]
 exp(−2i )
with = | log(1 − )|.
Proof. Given Q(k,K) ⊂ , we suppose that M[Q(k,K)] is not contained in , otherwise
we are done. Pick a ∈ Q(k,K) and set a⊥ for its orthogonal projection on  and 
(a) =
|a − a⊥| for the euclidean distance from a to . For each couple (p, q) of {1, . . . , n}, let us
prove the inequality
|Mp − Mq |(a) n2[
(a)]
2 (11)
with  deﬁned by
= max
i,j,p,q
sup
b∈Q(k,K)
∣∣∣∣2(Mp − Mq)aiaj (b)
∣∣∣∣ .
By (10) the function (Mp −Mq) vanishes at a⊥ to the ﬁrst order; so does at 0 the auxiliary
function given by
t → (t) = (Mp − Mq)[ta + (1 − t)a⊥]
which thus satisﬁes (Taylor’s formula)
(1) − (0) =
∫ 1
0
d2
dt2
(t)(1 − t) dt .
From the latter, we routinely get (Mp − Mq)(a) n2[
(a)]2. Arguing with − instead of
 yields the same result for (Mq − Mp)(a); therefore inequality (11) indeed holds.
So far, we have obtained the estimate
[M(a)] n
2
[
(a)]2
in Q(k,K). We need a little geometry: in an n-cube with side-length , the length D of a
diagonal line is given by D = √n (Pythagore’s theorem) while the distance of any point
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in the cube to a diagonal line is at most equal to D/2. Therefore here we must have

(a) 12(a)
√
n
and our above estimate becomes
[M(a)]	[(a)]2
with 	= n2/8. Setting i = 
[
M(i)(a)
]
, it yields
i+1	2i .
A routine induction argument shows that
∀j1, j+1	pj (1)2j ,
where pj = 1 + 2 + · · · + 2j−12j , therefore
∀j1, j+1 exp(−12j )
with 1 = − log(	1). The latter inequality implies at once the announced result. 
The proof of Theorem 3 shows that the convergence to  is dichotomic for symmetric C2
mean-mappings. A slow regime is relayed by an ultra-rapid one, once close enough to .
The border in Q(k,K) between the two regimes is given by (a) = 1/	 where 	= n2/8
with =(k,K) as deﬁned above. For instance, for the classical agM in the plane, a routine
calculation yields the equation |a1 − a2| = 8k√k/K for that border in Q(k,K).
3. Means of continuous positive functions
3.1. An example
As explained in the Introduction, given a function a ∈ C0+ and a couple of integers (p, n)
with 1pn, we now wish to evaluate asymptotically the expression mp(a1, . . . , an),
where ai =a
(
i
n
)
, as n and possibly p tend to inﬁnity. In order to ﬁrst try a direct calculation,
let us choose an exponential function; for simplicity we take a(x) = ex (instead of bx for
some b ∈ R+). We ﬁrst write:
p(e
1/n, e2/n, . . . , e) =
∑
i1<···<ip
exp
[
1
n
(i1 + · · · + ip)
]
.
The smallest possible value of the sum (i1 +· · ·+ ip) is equal to
(
p+1
2
)
and the largest one,
to np − (p2 ); moreover, all the (integral) values in-between are assumed (as easily shown
by induction).
Given K ∈
{(
p+1
2
)
, . . . , np − (p2 )}, a p-tuple (i1, . . . , ip) satisfying
1 i1 < · · ·< ipn and i1 + · · · + ip = K
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is nothing but a so-called conditional partition of the integer K into unequal p parts at most
equal to n [2, p. 98]. The number of such partitions is denoted byQ(K, p; n). Similarly,
dropping the condition “unequal”, we get a larger set of conditional partitions of K and
denote by P(K, p; n) their (greater) number. The Q’s and the P’s are related by
Q(K, p; n) ≡ P
[
K −
(p
2
)
, p; n − p + 1
]
as shown by the following combinatorial argument (adapted from [6, p. 47]): if (i1, . . . , ip)
is a p-tuple of the kindQ(K, p; n) then (j1, . . . , jp) given by jk = ik − (k − 1) is of the
kind P
[
K − (p2 ) , p; n − p + 1] and vice-versa.
Moreover, for any partition (j1, . . . , jp) of the latter kind, the smallest possible value of
the sum (j1 + · · · + jp) is equal to p, and the largest one, to p(n − p + 1). Altogether, we
may thus write
p(e
1/n, e2/n, . . . , e) =
np−( p2 )∑
K=
(
p+1
2
) Q(K, p; n)eK/n
=
p(n−p+1)∑
K=p
P(K, p; n − p + 1) exp
{
1
n
[
K +
(p
2
)]}
.
Consider the equality
np−( p2 )∑
K=
(
p+1
2
) Q(K, p; n) ≡
p(n−p+1)∑
K=p
P(K, p; n − p + 1);
the left-hand sum coincides with the number of summands occurring in the expression of
p(a1, . . . , an), namelywith
(
n
p
)
; the right-hand sum represents the number of points of the
lattice Zp ⊂ Rp contained in what we denote by n−p namely the sector y1 · · · yp of
the p-cubeQ(1, n−p+1). Besides, for eachK ∈ {p, . . . , n−p+1},P(K, p; n−p+1)
represents the number of points of the lattice Zp ⊂ Rp contained in n−p intersected with
the hyperplane K = {X ∈ Rp,X1 + · · · + Xp = K}. Last, the density of the lattice Zp
in Rp is greater than that of the lattice Zp ∩ K in K . We are thus prompted to write
empirically
P(K, p; n − p + 1)(
n
p
)  p area(n−p ∩K)
volume(n−p)
≡ p area[Q(1, n − p + 1) ∩K ]
volume[Q(1, n − p + 1)] ,
where p ∈ (0, 1) is some length parameter characteristic of the lattice Zp in Rp (and, of
course, “area” means here the (p − 1)-dimensional volume). We take p = 1/√p ; this
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choice will appear justiﬁed below. It yields
˜p(e
1/n, e2/n, . . . , e)  1√
p
1
volume[Q(1, n − p + 1)]
×
p(n−p+1)∑
K=p
area[Q(1, n−p+1) ∩K ] exp
{
1
n
[
K+
(p
2
)]}
.
Setting
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, xi = Xi − 1
n − p ,
we translate and rescale the p-cube Q(1, n−p+1), with generic point X, to the unit p-cube
Q(0, 1)with generic point x.Accordingly, we setK=p+(n−p)k whereK=∑pi=1 Xi and
k =∑pi=1 xi . The preceding expression of ˜p(e1/n, e2/n, . . . , e) can readily be rewritten in
Q(0, 1) as follows:
˜p(e
1/n, e2/n, . . . , e)  1√
p
1
(n − p)
p∑
k=0
area[Q(0, 1) ∩k]
× exp
[
p
n
+ p(p − 1)
2n
+
(
1 − p
n
)
k
]
.
Observe that varyingKby1 corresponds to varying kby 1
n−p .Moreover, the sum k=
∑p
i=1 xi
ranges onto the interval [0, p] when x ∈ Q(0, 1) whereas the diagonal length of the unit
p-cube is equal to √p; so k should be rescaled by 1√
p
to become the length parameter along
the diagonal, and 1
(n−p)√p is now the increment of that parameter.Altogether, when (n−p)
goes to inﬁnity, the expression
1√
p
1
(n − p) area[Q(0, 1) ∩k]
may be viewed as the volume of an inﬁnitesimal slice of the unit-cube sitted onQ(0, 1)∩k .
We thus recognize above a Riemann sum written on the unit-cube sliced orthogonally to
the diagonal  and we obtain asymptotically
˜p(e
1/n, e2/n, . . . , e)  exp
[
p
n
+ p(p − 1)
2n
]
×
∫
Q(0,1)
exp
[(
1 − p
n
) p∑
i=1
xi
]
dx1 . . . dxp
= exp
[
p
n
+ p(p − 1)
2n
]{∫ 1
0
exp
[(
1 − p
n
)
x
]
dx
}p
= exp
[
p
n
+ p(p − 1)
2n
]
1(
1 − p
n
)p [e(1− pn ) − 1]p
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or else
mp(e
1/n, e2/n, . . . , e)  exp
(
p + 1
2n
)
1
(1 − p
n
)
[
e(1−
p
n
) − 1
]
.
Let p = f (n). If f satisﬁes (3) we ﬁnd for 〈ex〉f = limn→∞ mf(n)(e1/n, e2/n, . . . , e):
〈ex〉f = e − 1 ≡ 〈ex〉1 =
∫ 1
0
ex dx.
This equality, which does hold in particular when f = p is constant (a consequence of
Theorem 5), justiﬁes a posteriori our above choice for the value of the characteristic length
parameter p.
If instead, f satisﬁes
lim
n→∞
f (n)
n
=  ∈ (0, 1),
we rather ﬁnd
〈ex〉f = e/2
1
(1 − ) [e
(1−) − 1]
which lies strictly between 〈ex〉1 = e − 1  1.718 and 〈ex〉I =
√
e  1.649 (for instance
with = 12 we get 〈ex〉f = 2e
1
4 (
√
e − 1)  1.666).
Dealing with an arbitrary function a ∈ C0+ in place of the exponential function, one can
try to use this example and follow a similar procedure. In vain, let us explain why. Fix
a ∈ C0+. Given (p, n) as above, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let yi ∈ [0, 1] be deﬁned by
ai = a
(
i
n
)
= inf[0,1] a
[
sup[0,1] a
inf [0,1] a
]yi
and let ki be the smallest integer such that yi kin . Setting
a˜i = inf[0,1] a
[
sup[0,1] a
inf [0,1] a
]ki/n
,
it turns out (using Lemma 1 below) that |mp(a1, . . . , an) − mp(a˜1, . . . , a˜n)| is O( 1n ), so
one may evaluate the p-mean of a using the a˜i’s instead of the ai’s. Moreover, doing so, one
may rearrange the (ﬁnite) sequence a˜i so that it be non-decreasing. However, in general, one
cannot proceed any further because the number Na(K, p; n) of p-tuples k1 · · · kp in
{1, . . . , n} such that k1 + · · · + kp = K is only known to satisfy:
Na(K, p; n)P(K, p; n).
The properties of the ki’s depend on the function a ∈ C0+ and a general device becomes
clearly hopeless at this point.
In the sequel, we will establish general results by means of a different procedure; they
will be weaker, of course, than those shown expectable for the exponential function.
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3.2. Notations and statement of main results
As pointed out in the second part of the Introduction, some care is required in the manner
of successively dividing the interval [0, 1] into subintervals of length going to zero. First of
all, each subdivision of [0, 1] should have a uniform mesh (so that no weight occurs on the
ai’s). Furthermore, it is technically convenient that we proceed stepwise, each subdivision
of [0, 1] being a reﬁnement of the preceding one: in other words, if we pass from the
subdivision 0< 1
n
< 2
n
< . . . < n−1
n
< 1 to 0< 1
N
< 2
N
< . . . < N−1
N
< 1, then N should be
divisible by n. Now let us state precise deﬁnitions.
A sequence of subdivisions is a sequence (si)i∈N∗ of integers with si2, to be used in the
following way: at step 1 the interval [0, 1] is divided into 1/s1 equal parts; at step (i + 1),
each subinterval got from the preceding step is divided into 1/si+1 equal parts. We denote
by i[(sj )j∈N∗ ] or simply by i the product s1s2 . . . si and call it the (subdivision) frequency
at step i; it is such that the mesh of the subdivision of [0, 1] at step i is equal to 1/i .
The set S of all sequences of subdivisions is partially ordered by setting (si)i∈N∗ ≺
(s′i )i∈N∗ provided, for each i ∈ N∗, s′i is divisible by si ; when so, we say that (s′i )i∈N∗ is
a reﬁnement of (si)i∈N∗ . Given two sequences of subdivisions (si)i∈N∗ and (s′i )i∈N∗ , their
optimal reﬁnement will be the sequence (s′′i )i∈N∗ ∈S such that, for each i ∈ N∗, s′′i is the
least common multiple of si and s′i .
Fixing (si)i∈N∗ ∈ S, for each a ∈ C0+ we now set a(j) for the j -tuple whose kth entry
is equal to a(k/j ). In other words, a(j) stands for the collection of values of the function
a evaluated at the right-end of each subinterval of the subdivision of [0, 1] at step j.
Apart from the sequence of subdivisions (si)i∈N∗ , we ﬁx a non-decreasing integer-valued
function f on N∗ such that f (n)n and f (n) /≡ n, and we consider for each a ∈ C0+ the
sequence deﬁned by
∀j ∈ N∗, Sj (a) = mf(j )[a(j)]. (12)
We aim at the following main results, announced in the Introduction.
Theorem 4. If f satisﬁes condition (3) then, for any a ∈ C0+, the sequence [Sj (a)]j∈N∗
converges. Moreover, its limit does not depend on the choice of a particular sequence of
subdivision; we set
〈a〉f = lim
j→∞ Sj (a).
Finally, the map a ∈ C0+ → 〈a〉f ∈ R+ has the following properties:
(i) a =  ∈ R+ ⇒ 〈a〉f = ;
(ii) ∀a ∈ C0+,∀ ∈ R+, 〈a〉f = 〈a〉f ;
(iii) ∀(a, b) ∈ (C0+)2, ab ⇒ 〈a〉f 〈b〉f ;
(iv) it is locally uniformly Lipchitz, speciﬁcally
∀(a, b) ∈ (C0+)2, |〈a〉f − 〈b〉f |C sup[0,1] |a − b|
with C = [max(sup[0,1] a, sup[0,1] b)][min(inf [0,1] a, inf [0,1] b)]−1.
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From the preceding properties, we see that 〈.〉f with f satisfying (3) is a kind of nonlinear
Daniell measure on the cone C0+. Our next result is
Theorem 5. If f satisﬁes condition (5) then 〈a〉f = 〈a〉1 for each a ∈ C0+.
3.3. Preliminary lemmas
Before proving the theorems, we need some preparatory material of independent interest.
Lemma 1 (Local uniform Lipschitz continuity of the means). Fix two positive integers
pn. For each cube Q(k,K) of Rn+ and each couple of points (a, a′) in Q(k,K), the
following inequality holds:
|mp(a) − mp(a′)|K
k
max
i
|ai − a′i |.
Proof. Set at = ta′ + (1− t)a and (t)=mp(at ) for t ∈ [0, 1]. From Ga˚rding’s inequality
[4], the function  is concave hence the mean-value theorem leads to
mp(a
′) − mp(a) = (1) − (0)′(0) =
n∑
i=1
mp
ai
(a)(a′i − ai). (13)
By homogeneity we have
∑n
i=1aimpai(a) = mp(a) therefore
n∑
i=1
ai
a
mp
ai
(a) a
a
and since, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, on the one hand mpai(a)> 0, on the other hand (ai/a)1,
we conclude
n∑
i=1
mp
ai
(a) a
a
.
Combining this estimate (independent of n) with (13) readily yields
mp(a
′) − mp(a) a
a
max
i
|ai − a′i |.
A similar inequality holds by switching the roles of a and a′; the lemma follows. 
Lemma 2 (Equidistribution principle). Fix two positive integers (n, k) and a function f as
in Theorem 4. For any a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Rn+ set a[k] =
(
a
[k]
1 , . . . , a
[k]
n
)
where a[k]i stands
for ai repeated k times. Then:
lim
n→∞
[
mf(n)(a
[k]) − mf(n)(a)
]
= 0
uniformly with respect to k1.
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Proof. Set p = f (n)n. Computing p
(
a[k]
)
we ﬁnd it (by inspection) equal to kpp(a)
plus a remainder containing
[(
kn
p
)
− kp
(
n
p
)]
monomial terms of degree p in a. It implies
the pinching:
kpp(a)+
[(
kn
p
)
−kp
(
n
p
)]
app
(
a[k]
)
kpp(a)+
[(
kn
p
)
−kp
(
n
p
)]
ap.
The right-hand inequality yields
˜p
[
(a/a)[k]
]
1(p, n, k)˜p(a/a) + [1 − 1(p, n, k)],
where 1(p, n, k) = kp
(
n
p
) [(
kn
p
)]−1
. Similarly, we infer from the left-hand inequality
1(p, n, k)˜p(a/a) + [1 − 1(p, n, k)] ˜p
[
(a/a)[k]
]
.
To complete the proof, we rewrite 1(p, n, k) as
1(p, n, k) =
(1 − 1
n
)(1 − 2
n
) . . . (1 − p−1
n
)
(1 − 1
kn
)(1 − 2
kn
) . . . (1 − p−1
kn
)
and let n tends to inﬁnity; the lemma now follows from condition (3) on f. 
Lemma 3 (Where to place zeroes, when imbeddingRd intoRD). For any couple of integers
(d,D) with 0<d <D, there exists a one-to-one linear map Z = Zd,D : Rd −→ RD such
that, setting  = d,D for the orthogonal projection of RD onto the image of Z, for any
a ∈ C0+, the max-distance from Z(a1, . . . , ad) to (a1, . . . , aD) tends to zero as d → ∞.
Proof. For each j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, there exists a unique J ∈ {1, . . . , D} such that
J − 1
D
<
j
d
 J
D
;
we set J = I(j) (so, in particular, D ≡ I(d)). Since d <D, the map I is one-to-one and
I> 1. Now, to each (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rd , we associate Z(x1, . . . , xd)=(X1, . . . , XD) ∈ RD
deﬁned as follows: if J ∈ {1, . . . , D} lies in the image of I then XJ = xj where I(j)= J ;
if not, then XJ = 0. Finally, by the uniform continuity of a ∈ C0+ the quantity
max
1 jd
|a(j/d) − a[I(j)/D]|
goes to zero as d → ∞; so the proof is complete. 
3.4. Proof of Theorem 4
Fixing a ∈ C0+ and a sequence of subdivisions (si)i∈N∗ , we set
L = lim inf
j→∞ Sj (a).
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McLaurin’s inequalities [5, Theorem 52] yield 〈a〉I L〈a〉1; we will prove that the whole
sequence [Sj (a)]j∈N∗ converges toL. To do so, given a real ε > 0, it sufﬁces to ﬁnd an integer
n0 large enough such that
∀N >n0, SN(a)<L + ε. (14)
Fix n ∈ N large and such that Sn(a)<L + 13ε. Given Nn, write
SN(a)Sn(a) + I + II ,
where
I = mf(N)
[
a(N)
]
− mf(n)
[
a(N)
]
,
II =
∣∣∣mf(n) [a(N)]− mf(n) [a(n)]∣∣∣ .
McLaurin’s inequality [5,Theorem52] implies I0 thereforeweonly focus on term II.With
the view of treating it bymeans of Lemmas 1 and 2,we set a(n,N)=
(
a
[k]
1 , . . . , a
[k]
s1...sn
)
where
k = kn,N = sn+1 . . . sN , so that a(n,N) is a N -tuple like a(N). Now we have IIII ′ + II ′′
where
II ′ =
∣∣∣mf(n) [a(N)]− mf(n) [a(n,N)]∣∣∣ ,
II ′′ =
∣∣∣mf(n) [a(n,N)]− mf(n) [a(n)]∣∣∣ .
From Lemma 1, we get
II ′ a
a
max
1 iN
∣∣∣a(N)i − a(n,N)i ∣∣∣ ,
using henceforth for a ∈ C0+ the short notations: a = sup[0,1] a, a = inf [0,1] a. For any
i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, there exists a unique j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that
k(j − 1)
N
≡ j − 1
n
< i j
n
≡ kj
N
;
therefore the (uniform) continuity of a ∈ C0+ implies II ′ <ε/3 provided n is taken large
enough. Besides, again for n large, we directly get II ′′ <ε/3 by Lemma 2. Altogether, for
n large enough and Nn, we thus have
SN(a)Sn(a) + II ′ + II ′′ <
(
L + 1
3
ε
)
+ 1
3
ε + 1
3
ε = L + ε,
proving (14) as desired, or else limj→∞ Sj (a) = L.
To complete the proof of Theorem 4, we must show that L does not depend on the
particular choice of a sequence of subdivisions (si)i∈N∗ . To do so, we proceed similarly
with another such sequence (s′i )i∈N∗ , getting a limit L′, then with the optimal reﬁnement of
the two sequences, denoted by (s′′i )i∈N∗ , getting a limit L′′. If we can prove that L = L′′,
we are done.
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First, let us show that L′′L by writing
S′′j (a) − Sj (a)Ij + II j ,
where (with obvious notations)
Ij = mf(′′j )
[
a′′(j)
]
− mf(j )
[
a′′(j)
]
,
II j =
∣∣∣mf(j ) [a′′(j)]− mf(j ) [a(j)]∣∣∣ .
We have Ij 0 by McLaurin’s inequality while limj→∞II j = 0 by Lemma 2. It follows
that limj→∞
[
S′′j (a) − Sj (a)
]
0 or else L′′L as desired. 
To prove the reversed inequality, we have to work harder.
Lemma 4. Given  ∈ (0, 1], there exists j ∈ N such that, for each integer jj, there
exists an integer K(j)< j deﬁned by
K(j) = max{k ∈ N, ′′kj };
this integer K(j) satisﬁes limj→∞K(j) = ∞.
Proof of Lemma 4. For each k ∈ N there exists an integer k such that ′′k = kk . Since
k=j /(sk+1 . . . sj ), the condition′′kj is equivalent tok(sk+1 . . . sj )which indeed
holds, given , for ﬁxed k and for j large enough; we let
j = min{j ∈ N, ∃k ∈ N, ksk+1 . . . sj }.
Now for each such jj, the integer k = K(j) is thus well deﬁned and it is such that
j < 
′′
k+1. Since ′′k+1′′ksk+1s′k+1, we get
j < ksk+1s′k+1k = ksk+1s′k+1j /(sk+1 . . . sj ).
or else k > (sk+2 . . . sj )/s′k+1. If K(j) stays bounded when j → ∞, the latter yields a
contradiction. The proof is complete. 
Back to proving the inequality L′′L, we ﬁx  ∈ (0, 1] and jj (to be chosen later)
and we write
S′′j (a) − Sj (a) = S′′j (a) − S′′k (a) + Ij,k + II j,k ,
where k = K(j) is given by Lemma 4 and
Ij,k = mf(′′k )
[
a′′(k)
]
− mf(′′k )
[
a(j)
]
,
II j,k = mf(′′k )
[
a(j)
]
− mf(j )
[
a(j)
]
.
By McLaurin’s inequality II j,k0 so we just focus on Ij,k which, if j were identically
an integral multiple of ′′k , could be controlled by means of Lemma 2. Here, we need an
additional step to conclude, namely:
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Lemma 5. ∀> 0, ∃ ∈ (0, 1],∀jj, setting
k = K(j), n = ′′k , p = f (n), N = j ,
we have
mp(a1, . . . , aN)(1 + )mp[a1, . . . , a(q+1)n],
where q = [N/n].
Assuming provisionally Lemma 5, we thus obtain
S′′j (a) − Sj (a)S′′j (a) − S′′k (a) + I ′j,k + I ′′j,k ,
where (in the preceding simpliﬁed notations)
I ′j,k = mp(a1, . . . , an) − mp[a1, . . . , a(q+1)n],
I ′′j,k = −mp[a1, . . . , a(q+1)n].
Here > 0 is given, arbitrarily small. Note that I ′′j,k − a. Besides, Lemma 2 (resp.,
the ﬁrst part of Theorem 4) combined with (the second part of) Lemma 4, readily implies
I ′j,k− (resp., S′′j (a)−S′′k (a)−) provided the original integer j is taken large enough.
Altogether we ﬁnd
∀> 0, ∃j () ∈ N ∀jj (), S′′j (a) − Sj (a) − (2 + a).
So, indeed, letting  → 0 we conclude L′′L. It remains only to prove Lemma 5.
Proof of Lemma 5. Set N = qn + r for the euclidean division of N by n, with r > 0 (if
r = 0 we are already done by Lemma 2). Using Lemma 3, let us rewrite mp(a1, . . . , aN) as
mp(a1, . . . , aN) = 2(n,N)mp[ZN,(q+1)n(a1, . . . , aN)]
with
2(n,N) =
⎡⎣
(
(q+1)n
p
)
(
N
p
)
⎤⎦1/p
.
We ﬁrst evaluate 2(n,N); a routine calculation yields
2(n,N) =
[
n−r∏
i=1
(
1 − p
N + i
)]−1/p
therefore we have 2(n,N)<
(
1 − p
N+1
)−(n−r)/p
hence a fortiori (recalling Lemma 4)
2(n,N)<
(
1 − p
N
)−N/p
.
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Let us consider, for t 
= 0 small, the auxiliary function
(t) = 1 + 2− (1 − t)−/t ≡ 1 + 2− exp
[
−
t
log(1 − t)
]
.
Expanding the log, we get
(t) = 1 + 2− exp
(

∞∑
k=0
tk
k + 1
)
;
in particular, the function  is smooth at t = 0 and (0) given by
(0) = 1 + 2− e = −
∞∑
k=2
k
k! ,
is positive for > 0 small enough, hence (t) remains so near t = 0. Letting
t = p
N

[
f (N)
N
]
,
condition (3) on f thus implies the bound 2(n,N)1 + 2, valid for N (in other words j)
large enough, uniformly with respect to > 0 small.
Next, we proceed to evaluate mp
[
ZN,(q+1)n(a1, . . . , aN)
]
rewritten as
mp[a1, . . . , a(q+1)n] + III + IV ,
where
III = mp[a˜1, . . . , a˜(q+1)n] − mp[a1, . . . , a(q+1)n],
IV = mp[ZN,(q+1)n(a1, . . . , aN)] − mp[a˜1, . . . , a˜(q+1)n].
Here, the point a˜ = [a˜1, . . . , a˜(q+1)n] is deﬁned (in the notations of Lemma 3) by
[a˜1, . . . , a˜(q+1)n] = ZN,(q+1)n(a1, . . . , aN)
+ [a1, . . . , a(q+1)n] −N,(q+1)n[a1, . . . , a(q+1)n],
i.e. the point a˜ is obtained from ZN,(q+1)n(a1, . . . , aN) by replacing the zeroes located in
Lemma 3 by the appropriate values of the function a. Now the monotonicity of mp implies
IV 0 while Lemma 1 and the choice of a˜ yield:
III a
a
max
1 i (q+1)n |a˜i − ai | ≡
a
a
max
1 iN
∣∣∣∣a ( iN
)
− a
[
I(i)
(q + 1)n
]∣∣∣∣
(using the mapI of the proof of Lemma 3). Since the function a is uniformly continuous on
[0, 1], the right-hand side of this inequality can be made smaller than a/(2 + ) by taking
the original integer j large enough (uniformly with respect to > 0 small, since jj).
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Altogether, we obtain:
mp(a1, . . . , aN)< (1 + 2)
{
mp[a1, . . . , a(q+1)n] + III
}
(1 + 2)mp[a1, . . . , a(q+1)n]
(
1 + III
a
)
(1 + 2)
(
1 + 
2 + 
)
mp[a1, . . . , a(q+1)n]
and Lemma 5 readily follows by taking < /4.
So much for the ﬁrst part of Theorem 4. As for the ﬁnal part, dealing with the properties
of the map a ∈ C0+ → 〈a〉f ∈ R+, the ﬁrst three items are obvious and the fourth one
follows from Lemma 1. So the proof is complete. 
3.5. Proof of Theorem 5
To begin with, let us ﬁx a function a ∈ C0+ and perform with it reductions based on the
McLaurin’s inequality [5, Theorem 52]. Firstly, since f 1, the latter inequality implies
〈a〉f 〈a〉1 so we only need to prove the reversed inequality, namely
〈a〉f 〈a〉1. (15)
Secondly, picking an integer R large enough (depending on the function a, see (19) below),
the condition (5) of Theorem 5 implies: ∃n0 ∈ N, nn0 ⇒ f (n)[log n/R] (setting [x]
for the integral part of a positive real x). By McLaurin’s inequality, it will thus sufﬁce to
prove (15) with f equal to [log n/R], which we assume henceforth.
To proceed further, we need some preliminary calculations. Fix a couple of integers
pn and a ∈ Rn+; computing [1(a)]p we ﬁnd it (by inspection) equal to N ˜p(a) with
N =n(n− 1) . . . (n−p+ 1), plus (np −N) further monomial terms of degree p in each of
which one at least of the ai’s occurs with a power strictly greater than 1. Solving for ˜p(a)
we get
˜p(a)
1
N
[1(a)]p −
(
np
N
− 1
)
ap
= n
p
N
[˜1(a)]p −
(
np
N
− 1
)
ap.
Routine calculation yields
np
N
=
{(
1 − 1
n
)(
1 − 2
n
)
. . .
[
1 − (p − 1)
n
]}−1
, (16)
so this quantity is larger than 1 and we may further write
˜p(a)
np
N
[˜1(a)]p
[
1 −
(
1 − N
np
)(
a
a
)p]
. (17)
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From (16) we infer
1 − N
np
1 −
[
1 − (p − 1)
n
]p−1
= 1 − e(p−1) log(1− p−1n )
hence a fortiori
1 − N
np
 − (p − 1) log
[
1 − (p − 1)
n
]
= (p − 1)
2
n
[ ∞∑
k=0
1
k + 1
(
p − 1
n
)k]
. (18)
We are now in position to prove Theorem 5 by applying inequality (17) to the variables
ai = a(i/n) and p = [log n/R]. Under condition (5) we have
lim
n→∞
np
N
= 1.
We thus focus on the term(
1 − N
np
)(
a
a
)p
;
it is non-negative (since pn) and, recalling (18), it is bounded above by[ ∞∑
k=0
1
k + 1
(
p − 1
n
)k]
(p − 1)2
n
exp(p	),
where 	= log (sup[0,1] a/inf [0,1] a). Now p(log n)/R implies
(p − 1)2
n
exp(p	)(p − 1)2n(	/R)−1
therefore, with R chosen so large that (	/R) − 1< 0, which reads as well
sup
[0,1]
a < eR inf[0,1] a, (19)
setting = 1 − (	/R), we get:
0
(
1 − N
np
)(
a
a
)p

[ ∞∑
k=0
1
k + 1
(
p − 1
n
)k]
(p − 1)2
n
.
This pinching and the condition p(log n)/R imply
lim
n→∞
(
1 − N
np
)(
a
a
)p
= 0.
Finally, we may now rewrite (17) as
mp(a)m1(a)
(
np
N
)1/p[
1 −
(
1 − N
np
)(
a
a
)p]1/p
and let n → ∞ to obtain (15). 
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3.6. Further results on the geometric side
According to McLaurin’s inequalities [5, Theorem 52], the geometric mean is the lowest
one, the ground mean so to say. Its algebraic ﬂexibility yields straightforward existence and
classiﬁcation results in the spirit of Theorems 4 and 5, respectively. They are based on the
following elementary fact (the check of which is left to the reader).
Lemma 6. For any couple of nonzero integers (n, p) with p<n and for any n-tuple a =
(a1, . . . , an) ∈ Rn+, we have identically:
mn−p(a1, . . . , an) = [mn(a1, . . . , an)]n/(n−p)
[
mp
(
1
a1
, . . . ,
1
an
)]p/(n−p)
.
It implies at once the announced result, namely
Theorem 6. Let f be as in Theorem 4. For any a ∈ C0+ the limit
lim
j→∞ mj−f (j )[a
(j)]
exists (thus denoted by 〈a〉I−f ) and it coincides with the geometric mean.
Proof. Given a ∈ C0+, write the identity of Lemma 6 with n=j , p=f (j ) and a=
[
a(j)
]
.
On the one hand, since mp
(
1
a1
, . . . , 1
an
)
is a priori bounded (between 1
a
and 1
a
) and since
p
n−p = p/n1−(p/n) , condition (3) implies that the limit of
[
mp
(
1
a1
, . . . , 1
an
)]p/(n−p)
as j →
∞ is equal to 1. On the other hand, by condition (3) applied to n
n−p = 11−(p/n) , the factor
[mn(a1, . . . , an)]n/(n−p) tends to 〈a〉I as j → ∞. So the theorem is proved. 
Regarding the classiﬁcation question, Lemma 6 yields further partial information, namely
Theorem 7. If f satisﬁes (6), there exists a sequence (aN)N>1 of functions in C0+ such
that limN→∞〈aN 〉1 = ∞ while Sj (aN) remains bounded above by a positive constant
independent of N and j.
Proof. The function a(x) = 1
x
satisﬁes 〈a〉1 = ∞ and 〈a〉I = e. We will approximate it
in C0+ by the sequence (aN)N>1 deﬁned by rescaling 1x from [ 1N , 1] to [0, 1], namely by
aN(x) = 1/[x + 1N (1 − x)]. Routine calculations yield
〈aN 〉1 =
log N
(1 − 1
N
)
, 〈aN 〉I =
[
exp
(
−1 + 1
N
+ log N
N
)]− N
N−1
,
hence in particular limN→∞〈aN 〉1 = ∞ as desired. To evaluate Sj (aN), we use Lemma 6
with n = j , a =
[
a
(j)
N
]
, p = p(n) = n − f (n), so that
Sj (aN) = mn−p(aN 1, . . . , aNn).
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From condition (6) we have
lim sup
n→∞
p(n)
n
=  ∈ (0, 1).
Since (1/aN)1 on [0, 1], Lemma 6 provides
Sj (aN)[mn(aN 1, . . . , aNn)]1/(1−
p
n
);
using limN→∞〈aN 〉I = e, it implies the upper bound:
lim sup
N,j→∞
Sj (aN)e1/(1−)
and Theorem 7 is proved. 
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